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Abstract—Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology that can be used to tag physical objects and to detect and
identify them automatically along the supply chain.
A RFID-based traceability information system uses the captured data to answer track, trace, and bill-of-materials queries.
There are several published system proposals, but it is unclear
how solutions for a given supply chain problem can be compared.
This paper presents an analytical model to compare
traceability information systems based on the estimated cost of
data capture and query processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency identification (RFID) technology [1] can
be used to automatically identify tagged physical objects and
to collect attributes such as location and time. RFID data has
the potential to greatly improve business processes as it can
be used to answer traceability queries [2], like the following:
• Track/Recall query:
What is the current location of the object?
• Trace/Pedigree query:
What is the location history of the object?
• Aggregation/Bill-of-Materials (BoM) query:
What are the components of the object?
However, RFID data is distributed by nature because it
is captured at disperse locations by different organizations.
A traceability information system has to be designed to
effectively collect the data required to answer track, trace, and
BoM queries.
The goal of our current research effort is to quantitatively
estimate the cost of traceability information systems. Our
assessment process is the following:
• Model a supply chain domain - specifying industry,
product classes, volumes, queries, historic data needs, etc;
• Model candidate system solution - specifying architecture components and message exchange patterns;
• Compute results;
• Validate model - using either simulations or measurements;
• Further parametrize the model - using domain-specific
information.
This paper presents a traceability information system cost
model. The model estimates total system cost from the
cummulative processing and communication costs of data
capture and query execution. We opted for analytical cost
modeling because it allows a simple comparison of different

approaches without requiring actual system implementations.
Our modeling approach is based on previous work by Murthy
and Robson [3] that abstracted out the characteristics of two
IBM systems and built a simple query execution model to
compare the performance.
In the next section we present the related work of standards
and existing system proposals. Then, we describe the parameters, assumptions, and formulae of the cost model followed by
example results. Finally, we draw conclusions and point future
work directions.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Standards
The GS1 EPCglobal architecture [4] is a set of standards that
define the building blocks - hardware, software, and data - for
a supply chain traceability information system. At the core of
the architecture is the Electronic Product Code (EPC) standard,
that defines globally unique identifiers for items in the supply
chain. The Application Level Events (ALE) [5] allows client
applications to access filtered, consolidated, real-time RFID
data. The EPC Information Services (EPCIS) [6] captures data
coming from ALE and records events with additional business
context. At the top of the EPC stack there is a placeholder for a
Discovery Service (DS) standard. A DS is a facilitator service,
linking data providers (EPCIS) to data consumers. After the
providers are referenced, the consumers can contact them to
obtain detailed data.
A DS is just one of the possible approaches to build a
traceability information system. There is a market need for
such systems as documented in an industry study [7] where
more precise requirements were elicited.
B. Survey
There are already several published DS implementation
proposals. Evdokimov et al. [8] recently evaluated four of them
qualitatively, framing functional requirements and comparing
their characteristics using a quality framework based on an
ISO standard for software quality.
We surveyed over twenty published proposals for
traceability systems and summarize the results in Figure 1. The
classification criteria are data integration and centralization,
as proposed by Do et al. [9]. The data integration criterion
considers where data is physically stored. Data can be copied
to specific locations - materialized integration - or referenced

- virtual integration. The centralization criterion considers the
reliance on special nodes for data capture and query processing. A centralized system has nodes with special functions
whereas in a decentralized system all nodes are functionally
equivalent.

hashing algorithm for fully decentralized data placement in
nodes. However, there are issues about response quality and
timeliness, and query capabilities are limited to exact ID
matching.
BRIDGE Directory, ID@URI, Theseos, and OIDA are all
solid system designs. Each approach was modeled in an
abstract representation, so that it could be compared effectively.
III. C OST MODEL
In this section we present the developed cost model. We start
by presenting the chain modeling, followed by the parameters,
assumptions, and common formulae.
A. Chain modeling

Fig. 1.

Traceability information systems proposal classification.

Combining the criteria, we have four distinct approaches
and their respective systems:
• Metadata integration (MDI) approach (virtual, centralized): GS1 PoC [10], Verisign DS [11], IBM
PoC [12], PTSP [13], EPCISDS [14], EPCDS [15],
ADS [16], Afilias ESDS [17], BRIDGE Directory [18],
UniSalento DS [19], SLS [20], BRIDGE Query Relay [21], UniPR DS [22], EPCIS caching [23], TraceSphere [24], IOTA [25];
• Data integration (DI) approach (materialized, centralized): ID@URI [26];
• Unstructured peer-to-peer (UP2P) approach (virtual,
decentralized): ePedigree [27], Theseos [28];
• Structured peer-to-peer (SP2P) approach (materialized, decentralized): LoTR [29], UniKoeln DS [30],
OIDA [31], InnoSem [32], WWAI [9].
The MDI approach is clearly the most popular. We highlight
one representative proposal in each quadrant of Figure 1:
BRIDGE Directory, ID@URI, Theseos, and OIDA. BRIDGE
Directory [18] relies on centralized services to store data
provider links. It is closely aligned with the EPCglobal architecture. ID@URI [26] uses a product-agent architecture where
all data concerning the item is forwarded to a central data
store, managed by the product’s manufacturer. Theseos [2]
has several distributed data stores and queries are answered
recursively. Each node can enforce its own data access policy.
OIDA [31] relies on a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network with a

We use directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) [33] to represent
product flows and supply chains. A graph is defined by a set
of vertices (V) and a set of edges (E), each connecting two
vertices. A DAG is a graph with directed edges and without
cycles. A DAG can be topologically sorted [33]. A DAG’s indegree is the number of incoming edges, and its out-degree is
the number of outgoing edges. A vertex with in-degree 0 is a
begin-vertex. A vertex with out-degree 0 is a end-vertex. We
consider item-defined DAGs and chain-defined DAGs.
1) Item DAG: An item flowing in a supply chain defines
a DAG. The vertices represent companies, and the edges
represent the item flow between companies. All vertices of
an item DAG are connected by edges. Each vertex has, at
most, in-degree 1 and, at most, out-degree 1. There is a single
begin-vertex and a single end-vertex. Figure 2 presents the
item DAG for object A. Figure 3 presents the item DAG for
object B.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Item-defined Directed-Acyclic Graph.

Another item-defined Directed-Acyclic Graph.

2) Chain DAG: Each item flowing defines an item DAG of
its own. At the end of the system’s lifetime, we can define a
chain DAG from the set of item DAGs. The vertices of the
chain DAG are defined by the union of item DAG vertices. The
edges of the chain DAG are defined by the union of item DAG
edges. An example chain DAG is represented in Figure 4. It
combines the item DAGs of objects A and B, presented earlier
in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

Fig. 4.

Chain-defined Directed-Acyclic Graph.

3) Traceability query formulation: The traceability queries
can be defined using the graph formulation.
• Track/Recall query:
Find the item DAG vertex with the highest topological
ordering (the vertex that is furthest ahead).
• Trace/Pedigree query:
Recover the full item DAG.
• Aggregation/Bill-of-Materials (BoM) query:
Retrieve the item DAGs defined by the item and by all
of its parts.
B. Parameters
The cost model’s parameters are presented in Table I.
Type
System
System
System
Application
Application
Chain
Chain
Chain
Product
Product

Name
Bandwidth
Processing speed
Seek time
Message size
Item record size
Nodes
Avg. item records per node
Avg. length
Avg. BoM depth
Avg. children per BoM level

Symbol
β
γ
θ
µ
δ
n
r
z
b
c

Unit
bps
bps
s
bit
bit
vertex
item record
vertex
level
node

TABLE I
C OMMON PARAMETERS .

The parameters represent characteristics of the system,
application, chain, and product. The number of nodes in the
chain (n) is the number of vertices in the chain DAG. The
average number of item records per node (r) is the average of
the number of events recorded on each node about a particular
item. The average length of the chain DAG (z) is the average
of the length of all item DAGs defined over the lifetime of
the system. The average depth (b) and children per node (c)
parameters are used to characterize an average product BoM
tree. The number of components for a level is given by cb with
b starting at 0 for the root P
node. The accummulated number
b
of components is given by i=0 ci .
C. Assumptions
1) System-level assumptions
a) System parameters are the same for every node.
b) Messages and received item records can be processed in main memory.
c) All data stores are append-only.

d) The time cost of accessing the data store to retrieve
a record is independent of store size and independent of record size.
e) The time cost of storing a record can be ignored,
because it can be done asynchronously, using
otherwise idle time.
2) Application-level assumptions
a) Application parameters are the same for every
node.
b) All messages have the same size.
c) All item records have the same size.
d) The mapping from Object ID to Product Class ID
and from it to Manufacturer ID is well-known.
e) The cost of locating the node where to issue a
query is negligible.
3) Chain-level assumptions
a) Companies store data records about the items moving through the chain.
b) A supply chain can be represented by a DirectAcyclic Graph (DAG). A vertex (node) in the graph
represents a company. A directed edge in the graph
represents a flow of items.
c) Nodes in the DAG are topologically sorted [33] and
each item moves in the chain from a begin-node
towards an end-node.
4) Product-level assumptions
a) A BoM for a product is represented as a tree. The
root node is the product. The children nodes are
components of the parent node.
b) A product is never disassembled.
D. Cost formulae
The time cost is measured in seconds and is denoted by C.
The cost of processing a message (CM P ) is the message
size divided by the processing speed.
µ
CM P =
γ
The cost of transferring a message over the network (CM T )
is the message size divided by the bandwidth.
µ
CM T =
β
The cost of a lookup (CL ) is a constant.
CL = θ
The cost of a one-way message (CM ) is the sum of the cost
of sending, transferring, and receiving the message.
CM = 2 · CM P + CM T
The cost of a message exchange (CM X ) is the sum of the
cost of the request and of the response. A data lookup cost
can added when response data has to be fetched.
CM X = 2 · CM

The previous message cost definitions can be extended to
include a payload of k item records.
CM P (k) =

CM T (k) =

µ+k·δ
γ
µ+k·δ
β

CM (k) = 2 · CM P (k) + CM T (k)
CM X (k) = CM (0) + CM (k)
For a message exchange, k is the sum of item records in
the request and response payloads.
IV. M ETADATA INTEGRATION APPROACH
In this approach, the system is centralized to integrate
metadata about the location of data sources. The special nodes
are called DS.

The time cost of a track query (Cmdi track ) is the sum of the
cost of querying the DS with the cost of querying the EPCIS.

Cmdi track = 2 · CM X (1) + CL
D. Trace query cost
A trace query is issued to the DS and a list of EPCIS
locations are returned. The asker contacts each EPCIS for all
records. The time cost of a trace query (Cmdi trace ) is the sum
of the cost of querying the DS with the cost of querying each
EPCIS.


Cmdi trace = CM X (z) + CL + z · CM X (r) + CL
E. BoM query cost
A BoM query starts with a DS query to track the first
observation of the product. Then, the asker contacts the
EPCIS for all aggregation records. The BoM query continues
recursively for each component. The time cost of a BoM query
(Cmdi BoM ) is the sum of the cost of the DS track queries for
each component in the BoM tree with the cost of the EPCIS
aggregation queries.

A. MDI-specific assumptions
1)
2)
3)
4)

There is a single, well-known DS Search engine.
There are multiple DS instances.
There is one EPCIS instance for each company.
The cost of DS Search is considered negligible because
the result can be cached for the duration of the system’s
lifetime.
5) A DS publication is done only once for each item for
each node.
B. Capture cost

Cmdi BoM =

b 
X

ci · CM X (1) + CL



+

i=0
b 
X

ci · CM X (c) + CL



i=0

V. DATA INTEGRATION APPROACH
In this approach the system is centralized to integrate all
data.

When a company receives a product it creates r EPCIS
records locally. A single publication is sent to the DS.
The time cost of an item’s data capture (Cmdi capture ) is
a message exchange with an item record for each company
where the product passes.

A. Capture cost
The capture records are sent to the Manufacturer for storage.
No data is kept at the other nodes. The time cost of an item’s
data capture (Cdi capture ) is a message exchange with an item
record for each company where the product passes outside of
the Manufacturer.

Cmdi capture = z · CM X (1)

Cdi capture = (z − 1) · r · CM X (1)

C. Track query cost
To answer a track query the DS Root (or a cache) is
contacted to locate the suitable DS instance. A query is issued
to the DS and the EPCIS location is returned in the response.
The asker contacts the EPCIS with the most recent sighting
of the object, as depicted in Figure 5.

B. Track query cost
The track query is sent directly to the Manufacturer, as
shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6.

Data integration track query.

The time cost of a track query (Cdi track ) is the cost of
exchanging a message with the Manufacturer with a single
result item record.
Fig. 5.

Metadata integration approach track query cost.

Cdi track = CM X (1) + CL

C. Trace query cost

D. Trace query cost

The trace query is also sent directly to the Manufacturer.
The time cost of a trace query (Cdi trace ) is the cost of
exchanging a message with the Manufacturer with a list of
result item records.

The time cost of a trace query is (Cup2p trace ) the sum of
the cost of propagating the query to the node where the item
is with the cost of propagating back the response with the
accumulated trace records.

Cdi trace = CM X (z · r) + CL

z
 X

Cup2p trace = z · CM + CL +
CM (i · r)
i=1

D. BoM query cost
The BoM query is sent to the Manufacturer of each component. The time cost of a BoM query (Cdi BoM ) is the
cost of exchanging a message with the Manufacturer of each
component to get the child component list.
Cdi BoM =

b
X

ci · CM X (c) + CL

E. BoM query cost
The time cost of a BoM query (Cup2p BoM ) is the sum
of the cost of propagating the forward queries (one message
for each component) with the cost of propagating back the
response with the accumulated BoM tree.



i=0

Cup2p BoM =

b
X
i=0

VI. U NSTRUCTURED P2P APPROACH

b 
b
X
X

ci · CM
c(b−j)

In this approach the system is decentralized and data is
distributed across the capture nodes.

i=0

A. UP2P-specific assumptions
1) The cost of determining the address of the next node is
a single lookup.
B. Capture cost
Data is captured along the supply chain and no communication is required, so there is no communication cost for an
item’s data capture (Cup2p capture ).
Cup2p capture = 0
C. Track query cost
The track query processing is represented in Figure 7.


ci · (CM + CL ) +

j=i

VII. S TRUCTURED P2P APPROACH
In this approach the system is decentralized and data is distributed according to a hashing algorithm to form a Distributed
Hash Table (DHT) [34].
A. SP2P-specific assumptions
1) There is one DHT node for each chain node.
2) The hashing algorithm distributes the data evenly across
the DHT nodes, using a unique item identifier.
3) The number of message hops to put or get a value is the
logarithm of the number of DHT nodes [34].
4) The cost of determining the address of the next hop is
a single lookup.
5) The nodes join the DHT once during the system’s
lifetime and never leave.
6) The cost of joining the DHT is negligible.
7) The item records are all kept on the same DHT node,
indexed by the unique item identifier.
B. Capture cost

Fig. 7.

Unstructured P2P track query.

The time cost of a track query is (Cup2p track ) the sum of
the cost of propagating the query to the node where the item
is with the cost of propagating back the response. There is a
lookup at each node required for the forwarding.

Cup2p track = z · CM + CL + z · CM (1)

When a company receives a product, it contacts a known
DHT node to forward the data record. The hash algorithm
determines the destination node that is reached through a series
of forwarding messages (hops). The time cost of data capture
(Csp2p capture ) is the sum of the cost of the message exchange
with a DHT node with the cost of the message hops required
to reach the node where data will be stored, and with the cost
of the acknowledgement message.



Csp2p capture = z·r· CM X (1)+log(n)· CM (1)+CL +CM

Fig. 8.

Structured P2P track query.

C. Track query cost
When a track query is issued, a known DHT node is
contacted to retrieve the data record. The hash algorithm
determines the location node and it is reached through a series
of hops. Figure 8 illustrates the query processing.
The time cost of a track query (Csp2p track ) is the sum of the
cost of the message exchange with a DHT node with the cost
of the message hops required to reach the node where data is
stored with the cost of the response message containing the
single item record.

Csp2p track = CM X (1) + log(n) · CM + CL + CM (1)
D. Trace query cost
The time cost of a trace query (Csp2p trace ) is the sum of the
cost of the message exchange with a DHT node with the cost
of the message hops required to reach the node where data is
stored, with the cost of the response message containing the
item records.

Csp2p trace = CM X (z · r) + log(n) · CM + CL + CM (z · r)
E. BoM query cost
The time cost of a BoM query (Csp2p BoM ) is the cost of
exchanging a message with the DHT for each component to
get the child component list.
Csp2p BoM =

b 
X

ci · CM X (c)+

i=0


log(n) · (CM + CL ) + CM (c)
VIII. R ESULTS
The cost model was used to compute estimates and generate
plots for two industry supply chains [3]: Automobile (Figure 9)
and Pharmaceutical (Figure 10). The vertical axes show the
time cost, and the horizontal axes show the number of items.
The generic Auto supply chain is short and broad. It has 700
companies and the chain is 6 levels deep, with 3 components
per level, on average.
The generic Pharma supply chain is long and narrow. It
has 4000 companies and the chain is 12 levels deep, with 2
components per level, on average.
The most expensive query is the BoM. It is always at least
three orders of magnitude more costly than data capture and

the track and trace queries. The peer-to-peer approaches are
more expensive for all kinds of query. The DI approach has
the best overall performance. The MDI approach is secondbest and provides an additional indirection level that can be
used to address other solution concerns, such as security.
The UP2P has the best possible capture cost: zero. It has
a similar performance to DI and MDI for the BoM query,
but is significantly costlier for track and trace. However, it
allows complete data ownership control, which is a strong
requirement for some companies [7]. The SP2P approach is
always costlier than DI and MDI, and is only slightly better
than UP2P on track and trace. However, because of the use of
DHT technology, it has the most potential to scale.
IX. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a cost model developed to quantitatively compare traceability system architectures. We did a
survey of publications and used a classification to summarize
them into four main approaches. Each approach was then
modeled using cost formulae. The absolute cost values produced by the model cannot be easily translated to actual system
cost but they allow us to compare approaches. The specific
supply chain domain being addressed is relevant to the choice
of system architecture because the chain layout and the product
features change the parameters that, in turn, significantly affect
the estimated costs.
The cost measure is important to realize if the system is
worth being built. However, there are other solution concerns
that are left unaddressed. Data ownership protection is very
important, as an organization can benefit from sharing data
with trusted business partners but can also be harmed if data
is exposed to competitors. Data providers and consumers have
to be authenticated and the data access must be authorized. The
required performance level is demanding, because it will have
to provide timely responses to most queries. The availability
level will have to be high, because critical business processes
will rely on it. Finally, the system should be scalable to
handle increasing numbers of data and users without suffering
a noticeable loss of performance or increase in administrative
complexity. A complete assessment of a traceability solution
has to account for all of these concerns.
A. Future work
We will extend the cost model to include storage cost, and
to compute partial costs for different kinds of nodes. We will
use real-world supply chains to further validate the model. We
already have some data from Retail and Air Transportation
scenarios. It is important to have a settled business context to
properly interpret the model results.
The model does not consider trust and other concerns, so
we will have to complement the cost model with additional
assessment tools. We will then measure the impact of adding
domain-specific rules to the traceability system to try to
improve the system by leveraging recurring supply chain data
access patterns due to physical (time-space) and business
realities (documents and processes).
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